
 

 

IMPORTANT POST-HOC CAVEAT ON THE VALIDITY OF THE CONTENT IN THIS REPORT  

Written Ministerial Statement of 13th December 2023 

This report was developed through Summer and Autumn 2023. The insights that form its basis were gathered 

mainly over the preceding four years, gained from experience in all aspects of local planning from policy 

development and consultation to refinement, examination and implementation.  

The content in this report was before 13 December 2023. 

However, on 13th December a new Written Ministerial Statement (WMS) was released, that may impact some of 

the content herein. The WMS completely changes the levels of 'planning acceptability/national policy' risk 

associated with any policy approach that doesn't use SAP TER for the energy efficiency components.   

This new WMS was made by Lee Rowley (Minister of State for Housing) together with Baroness Penn 

(Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for Levelling Up, Housing and Communities). Its stated topic is “Planning 

- Local Energy Efficiency Standards”. 

It places severe new limitations on the exercise of existing powers held by local planning authorities to require 

improvements in the energy and carbon performance of proposed new buildings in their area. The WMS does 

not remove the ability to set improved local standards, but it limits them in this way: 

• Local planning policies for energy efficiency must be expressed as percentage reductions on the 

Building Regulations Part L TER (Target Emissions Rate), using a specified version of SAP. 

• Policies that go beyond national building regulations should be “applied flexibly to decisions … where 

the applicant can demonstrate that meeting the higher standards is not technically feasible, in relation 

to the availability of appropriate local energy infrastructure … and access to adequate supply chains.” 

We presume that this still only applies to energy efficiency policies as per the Statement’s title and the 

fact that the Statement does not mention other types of policy for the purpose of carbon reduction (e.g. 

renewable energy). 

This WMS thus goes against precedents already set in recently adopted plans (Cornwall, Central Lincolnshire, 

and Bath & North-East Somerset), whose policies use much more effective metrics for energy and carbon 

performance, such as energy use intensity and space heat demand.  

The WMS also states that proposed policies should be rejected at examination if they do not have “a well-

reasoned and robustly costed rationale that ensures … that development remains viable, and the impact on 

housing supply and affordability is considered in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework”. This 

last point is not entirely new, but reinforces the existing need for justification that we would already expect to 

provide on rationale and cost.  

Also 13th December, Government released a new consultation on the Future Homes Standard (Part L 2025). It 

lays out two options for building specification. Unlike the 2019 consultation, the new proposals make no fabric 

improvement on the current standard (Part L 2021) except for slightly improved airtightness in ‘Option 1’. The 

‘Options 1 and 2’ laid out in this new consultation appear to match the Future Homes Hub ‘contender 

specifications’ CS2 and CS2a. Sadly, analysis by the Hub has already shown that CS2 and CS2a houses do not 

achieve the 15-20 kWh/m2/year space heat demand that we need for the UK’s legislated carbon targets. On the 

plus side, both have a heat pump, not gas.  

Initial interpretation and commentary on implications for emerging local plan 

‘Energy efficiency’ requirements expressed as % reduction on Part L Target Emission Rate 

The new WMS implies the local plan cannot set mandatory targets for EUI or Space Heat Demand. 

As the WMS’ wording stands, at best an energy efficiency policy would instead be limited to requiring a certain 

% of TER improvement to be achieved via energy efficiency, as distinct from further % improvements via 

renewable energy (similar to the London Plan 2021). To be effective, this will need careful definition of what is 

an ‘energy efficiency’ feature. We see nothing to prevent a policy seeking a certain % TER improvement via 

fabric improvements only, if this can be proven feasible and viable. 

The new WMS’ instruction that energy efficiency policies ‘should be expressed as % reductions on Part L TER’ is 

counterintuitive in that TER is in fact a carbon emissions metric, not an energy efficiency metric. Energy efficiency 

means using less energy to achieve the same result, for example by improving insulation so that occupants don’t 

have to use so much gas or electricity to keep warm or cool.  

While energy efficiency does impact carbon emissions, they are not quite the same, as a home’s carbon 

emissions can be reduced without making the home more energy-efficient – for example through adding solar 

panels, or by switching from a ‘dirtier’ fuel to a cleaner one.  

Building Regulations Part L does have some actual energy efficiency metrics: ‘TFEE’ and ‘TPER’: 

• TFEE: Target Fabric Energy Efficiency. This metric applies only to homes, not other buildings. TFEE 

reflects how good a home is at retaining heat, irrespective of heating system efficiency.  

• TPER: Target Primary Energy Rate. This applies to all buildings. It reflects not only the amount of energy 

use at the meter, but also the amount lost to inefficiencies in generation and distribution before the 

energy reaches the building. 

For this reason, some emerging local policies (such as in Warwick, now awaiting its inspector’s report) require an 

improvement on the Part L TFEE. It is yet to be seen whether further clarification will be released on whether or 

why TFEE and TPER may or may not be used for local plan policy alongside TER.  

Using a specific version of SAP to calculate % improvement in local policies 

SAP is the national calculation used to demonstrate compliance with Building Regulations Part L in homes. SAP is 

updated more often than Part L itself. The current version is SAP10.2. Incoming versions of SAP are sometimes 

released before they become the official version for use in Part L. Changes between versions can range from 

small tweaks in how technologies are treated, to major changes in the carbon factors of each energy type (for 

example, the current version reflects that electricity is now cleaner than gas). The WMS’ instruction that local 

policy must use a ‘specified version of SAP’ will cause consternation, in that a policy written for SAP10.2 will 

either go out of date when a new SAP is released – or else the developer will have to do two calculations (one 

for building control, and one for planning).  

https://questions-statements.parliament.uk/written-statements/detail/2023-12-13/hcws123
https://questions-statements.parliament.uk/written-statements/detail/2023-12-13/hcws123
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/the-future-homes-and-buildings-standards-2023-consultation/the-future-homes-and-buildings-standards-2023-consultation
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/the-future-homes-standard-changes-to-part-l-and-part-f-of-the-building-regulations-for-new-dwellings
https://irp.cdn-website.com/bdbb2d99/files/uploaded/Ready%20for%20Zero%20-%20Evidence%20to%20inform%20the%202025%20Future%20Homes%20Standard%20-Task%20Group%20Report%20FINAL-%20280223-%20MID%20RES.pdf
https://irp.cdn-website.com/bdbb2d99/files/uploaded/Appedix%20F%20-%20final.pdf
https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/uk-housing-fit-for-the-future/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/standard-assessment-procedure


 

 
 

Other policy relating to carbon reductions from new buildings  

The WMS only mentions energy efficiency, not renewable energy. Thus, with Energy & Planning Act powers, 

there is no obvious barrier to local policy requiring renewable energy to meet 100% of total energy use (if shown 

feasible/viable). Similarly, the WMS does not mention embodied carbon
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Background 

Bioregional has been appointed to provide South Kesteven District Council with an assessment of policy options 

available to achieve net zero carbon developments in South Kesteven District, to inform the emerging South 

Kesteven Local Plan review.  

Our full suite of reports for South Kesteven District Council under this appointment includes: 

• Task 1: Climate change legislation 

o LPA duties to address carbon, as per the NPPF and Climate Change Act 

o LPA powers, alongside their limitations, to address carbon and energy granted or not by key 

piece of national legislation, policy and official guidance 

o Existing and emerging precedents of local plan policies 

o Existing and emerging examples of how planning duties in carbon and climate have been 

weighed against other duties 

• Task 2: Carbon reduction 

o a) Defining ‘net zero carbon’ and assessing the desirable carbon reduction trajectories for South 

Kesteven (sectoral and as a whole), in order to fulfil the climate mitigation duty 

o b) ‘Risk matrix’ assessing the relative merits of different potential policy options, in relation to 

how risky each policy is for climate, occupants, infrastructure, and planning acceptability.   

• Task 3: Climate change adaptation and risk assessment 

• Task 4: Local plan policy recommendations.  

This report is Task 2(b): Risk Matrix. It should be read after having read Task 1 and Task 2a.  

Task 1 (Climate change legislation) provides useful background that helps understand the logic by which Tasks 

2a+b explore the net zero carbon definitions, desirable carbon reduction trajectories, and levels of risk involved 

in pursuing different policy options.  

Task 2(a) provides an understanding of the definitions of ‘net zero carbon’ at different scales ranging from the 

building to the district to the UK. This is necessary background in that it forms a large part of the basis for the 

level of ‘climate’ risk assigned to each policy option in this Risk Matrix report – as certain policy options might 

ensure that an individual development is technically ‘net zero carbon’ but fails to contribute to the wider 

district’s or nation’s transition to net zero carbon, for example by being insufficiently energy-efficient, taking up 

renewable energy supplies that are needed elsewhere, or using an ineffective offsetting mechanism. 

 

 Introduction 

Local planning authorities (LPA) have a legal duty to deliver carbon reductions through the planning process in 

line with the Climate Change Act. However, the LPA’s ability to fulfil this duty may be somewhat constrained by 

the powers granted to the LPA to require exemplary carbon and energy performance by proposed 

developments.  

The extent to which the LPA can pursue the Climate Change Act objectives may also come into tension with 

LPAs’ other duties such as facilitating large and rapid housing delivery targets to meet ‘objectively assessed 

housing need’ (partly through enabling development to make a viable profit).  

Beyond these duties around climate objectives and housing delivery, well-thought-out low carbon building policy 

can help to deliver further economic and quality-of-life benefits valued by both constituents and national policy, 

such as enabling residents to live in homes that have low bills and don’t need expensive retrofit in the near 

future. These latter points are relevant to the National Planning Policy Framework’si social and economic 

objectives of sustainable development, as well as its environmental objective. This includes ensuring that homes 

can be delivered which “meet the needs of present and future generations”.  

Based on our previous review of the UK’s trajectory to net zero carbon, planning powers, precedents, necessary 

measures for net zero carbon buildings, feasibility and viability (see separate reports ‘Task 1’ and ‘Task 2b’), in 

this report we present a suite of identified policy options and their performance in relation to delivering on 

relevant imperatives.  

We express this in terms of ‘risk’: that is, the risk that a policy will fail to deliver the required outcomes in terms 

of carbon reductions, affordable bills and building longevity, or the risk that they may be subject to challenge by 

developers or the inspector on the grounds of viability, housing delivery, or pushing the boundaries of planning 

powers available.  

 

 

 

 

Please note that this risk matrix document focuses only on potential development management policy measures 

for buildings, not for other topics such as transport, standalone renewable energy, or green infrastructure. This is 

because the carbon outcomes under those topics are better addressed through the spatial strategy site 

allocations and other tools such as Local Development Orders, and the risks associated with pursuing them is not 

so clear cut in terms of powers, impact on residents, impact on viability, compatible with national approach, and 

so on. These other topics have been explored in the separate document “Task 1: Climate Change Legislation”.  

Please note that in the interests of brevity to show all policies on one page, the risk matrix uses acronyms and 

other short terms that are common in the sectors of climate action, planning, and low-carbon building design. A 

glossary of these terms and acronyms is provided; see contents page. 
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BREDEM Building Regulations Domestic Energy Model. A methodology for (estimating) 

calculating the energy use and fuel requirements of dwellings based on their 

characteristics. BREDEM was the basis from which SAP was developed. 

Carbon, or 

carbon 

emissions 

Short for ‘carbon dioxide’ but can also include several other gases with a climate-

changing effect (nitrous oxide, methane, refrigerants) that are emitted to the 

atmosphere from human activities. 

Carbon budget Amount of greenhouse gas that can be emitted before reaching a level of atmospheric 

carbon that causes severely harmful climate change 

CO2 Carbon dioxide. Often shortened to ‘carbon’.  

CO2e Carbon dioxide equivalent. The sum of a mixture of gases, in terms of their climate-

changing impact in a 100-year period expressed as the amount of CO2 that would have 

the same effect. Often shortened to ‘carbon’.  

Embodied 

carbon 

Carbon that was emitted during the materials production, transport and assembly of a 

building, infrastructure, vehicle or other product. May include only the carbon up to 

completion of the building, or may also include carbon emitted during the 

maintenance, demolition and disposal at end of life of the product or building. As 

distinct from ‘operational carbon’ which is typically emitted due to energy use when 

operating the building / infrastructure / vehicle / other product.   

EUI Energy use intensity, a measure of how much energy a building uses per square metre 

of floor. 

GHG Greenhouse gas (CO2 and several other gases: nitrous oxide, methane, refrigerants). 

Often collectively referred to as ‘carbon’. 

Part L Building regulations section that sets basic legal requirements regarding buildings’ 

energy and CO2. 

Performance 

gap 

The ‘energy performance gap’ is the difference between the amount of energy a 

building is predicted to use during design, versus the actual amount of energy it uses. 

The gap is due to poor prediction methodologies, errors in construction, and 

unexpected building user behaviour. 

PV Photovoltaics: solar panels that generate electricity. 

PHPP Passivhaus Planning Package – a tool to accurately calculate a building’s energy use. It 

is used to design buildings that seek Passivhaus certification, but can be used without 

pursuing certification. 

Regulated 

energy 

The uses of energy within a building that are regulated by Part L of building 

regulations. This covers fixed energy uses in the building – mainly space heating, space 

cooling, hot water, permanent lighting, fans/ventilation and pumps.  

SAP Standard Assessment Procedure – the national calculation method for homes’ energy 

and carbon, used to satisfy building regulations Part L. 

SBEM Simplified Buildings Energy Model – the national calculation method for non-

residential buildings’ energy and carbon, used to satisfy building regulations Part L. 

TER Target Emission Rate – limit set by Part L of building regulations on CO2 emissions per 

square metre of floor. 

TPER Target Primary Energy Rate – limit set by Part L of building regulations on ‘primary 

energy’ use per square metre of floor. A new metric being introduced to building 

regulations from June 2022.  Unlike metered energy, ‘primary energy’ takes into 

account energy lost to conversion inefficiencies during power generation and 

distribution, or gas combustion.  

TFEE Target Fabric Energy Efficiency – limit on space heat energy demand per square metre 

of floor, set by Part L of building regulations. Based only on fabric; not affected by 

building services like heating system, lighting, ventilationii. 

TM54 Method to accurately predict buildings’ energy use. Devised by Chartered Institution of 

Building Services Engineers (CIBSE).  

Unregulated 

energy 

Energy uses within a building or its curtilage but that are not regulated by Part L of 

building regulations. Examples: plug-in appliances, catering, external lighting among 

other uses. This can represent 50% of the total energy used at a property, depending 

on the type and use of the building.   

  

https://www.cibsejournal.com/opinion/unregulated-energy-why-we-should-care/
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Figure 1: Changes to Building Regulations (Residential) Target Emission Rate in previous, current and incoming versions of Part L, and lack 
of changes to unregulated carbon emissions. The actual Target Emission Rate will vary by building shape and size. 

A word on Part L of Building Regulations: current and future 

How does Building Regulations Part L work? 

Many of the policy approaches, powers and precedents described our previous report (Task 1) rely on seeking 

carbon and energy improvements compared to the baseline of a building that achieves basic compliance with 

building regulations. However, that baseline changes periodically as the building regulations are updated and 

subsequently puts many of the existing precedents out of date. 

The building regulations lay out the basic standards that all buildings must meet by law.  The section on energy 

and carbon is called Part L, which was introducediii  in 1985, updated in 1995, 2002, 2006, 2010, 2013 and 

2021/22. It uses a set of calculations (SAP and SBEM) to estimate the building’s energy use and carbon 

emissions. SAP and SBEM calculation methods are also periodically updated.  

Part L only regulates certain uses of energy within the building (space heating, space cooling, hot water, 

permanent lighting, fans/ventilation and pumps). Any other energy uses in the building remain ‘unregulated’ and 

are not even accounted for within the targets set by Part L.  

Based on applying a certain minimum standard of building fabric and services to a ‘notional’ (imaginary) building 

of the same size and shape as the proposed new building, Part L generates three targets that must be met:  

• Target Emission Rate (TER). The TER is a limit on kilogrammes of carbon dioxide per square metre per 

year. Both homes and non-residential buildings are subject to a TER. 

• Target Fabric Energy Efficiency (TFEE). Only applies to homes). The TFEE is a limit on kilowatt-hours of 

space heat energy demand per square metre per year.  

• Target Primary Energy Rate (TPER). Both homes and non-residential buildings are subject to a TPER. 

TPER is a somewhat complex summary measure of all ‘regulated’ energy uses (explained below) that 

takes account not only of metered regulated energy use, but also the energy expended and lost in the 

generation and distribution of the energy before it reaches the building, as well as the efficiency of the 

building services such as heating and lighting technologies. It is measured in kilowatt-hours per square 

metre per year.  

Most existing local plan policy precedents use the Part L Target Emission Rate as the baseline, and ask proposed 

new buildings to achieve a set percentage reduction from that baseline.  

The previous Part L (2013) - used as a baseline by most precedent local plans – was in force from 2013-2022.  

The current version (‘Part L 2021') came into force in June 2022; a further update is expected in 2025 (the Future 

Homes Standard and Future Buildings Standard). These updates come with upgrades to the baseline fabric and 

services, and updated carbon factors to reflect decarbonisation of grid electricity. Altogether, this results in a 

more stringent Target Fabric Energy Efficiency and Target Emissions Rate. At this point, the percentage 

improvements required by precedent local plans have become obsolete because they are based on the old 2013 

Part L. The updates in 2022 and 2025 will change to the Target Emission Rate as follows: 

• Part L 2021 TER is approximately 31% lower than 2013 TER (in force from 15th June 2022) 

• Part L 2025 TER will be approximately 75% lower than 2013 TER 

(Part L 2025 TER will be therefore approximately 64% lower than Part L 2021 TER).  

Weaknesses of Part L in delivering buildings fit for a net zero carbon future 

Because a building’s thermal energy efficiency is affected by its shape as well as its fabric and services, this 

means that Part L generates a TER and TFEE that is specific to that proposed building. They are not absolute 

targets across all buildings, rather they are relative to the proposed building shape and size. This means Part L 

(and any plan policy expressed as a % reduction on Part L TER) does not incentivise the developer to create a 

building with an inherently thermally efficient size and shape (building form factor). An alternative way to use 

Part L metrics in local plan policy could be to set absolute targets in kWh/m2/year TFEE, or kgCO2/m2/year TER. 

This would incentivise buildings to be designed with an inherently thermally efficient form factor. To successfully 

pass through the local plan examination process, the selected targets would need to be demonstrably feasible 

and viable. 

Part L does not regulate all energy uses in a building, so the ‘unregulated’ share of emissions remain unchanged 

by the Part L updates in 2021 and 2025 (see Figure 1). This ‘unregulated’ energy and carbon is due to use of plug-

in appliances, lifts, external lighting and various other devices. There is an appendix within SAP that can estimate 

this unregulated energy. However, the current version of SAP vastly overestimates unregulated energy, due to 

the use of a 1998 equation for appliances that does not reflect modern efficiencies. The scope of SAP11 intends 

to resolve this. SAP11 is however not due for release until summer 2025 at the earliest and therefore cannot be 

relied upon currently. 

 

Overall, even for regulated energy, the current Part L calculation methods (SAP and SBEM) vastly underestimate 

how much total regulated energy a building will use, especially space heatingiv . This may or may not be 

rectified in future versions of SAP / SBEM. This underestimation, combined with the setting of targets that vary 

by building shape and size instead of universal targets, makes Part L SAP/SBEM poorly suited to ensuring new 

buildings will hit the absolute energy performance targets known to be necessary for fulfilment of the UK’s 

legislated carbon budgets and net zero carbon future.  

Therefore, the low-carbon buildings industry (for its own goals, not for Part L compliance) usually uses more 

accurate energy prediction methods such as PHPP, or CIBSE TM54 for non-residential. These methodologies 

were previously not nationally recognised; however, Part L 2022 Non-Residentialv now does endorse TM54 as an 

acceptable method for energy forecasting (a new requirement as of 2022).  

 

0 

https://www.theccc.org.uk/publication/uk-housing-fit-for-the-future/
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Risk matrix – explanation of risk topics and policy components

Our (separate, previous) review of planning duties, powers and precedents shows that to achieve net zero carbon 

buildings within a net zero carbon district and UK, there are a range of different requirements that can and should 

be deployed within the local plan policy. These may be sorted into the following broad themes: 

 

• Energy efficiency 

• Efficient, fossil-free and renewable energy supply 

• Carbon offsetting 

• Embodied carbon 

Secondary requirements to reduce the energy performance gap (delivering buildings that actually perform as 

predicted during design) could consist of: 

• Post-occupancy evaluation 

• ‘Assured performance’ schemes  

• On-site construction supervision  

• Airtightness tests prior to completion  

These themes follow the energy hierarchy, plus offsetting and embodied carbon. An effective local plan policy for 

zero-carbon buildings would cover all of these themes, allowing none to be neglected or concealed. Planning 

powers and precedents exist for all of them. To deliver the necessary actions for the scale and urgency of the 

climate crisis, we would need to emulate the more ambitious end of the range of precedents that exist, which 

have been creatively testing the boundaries of the powers available.  

There is somewhat of a mismatch between local plans’ duty to radically reduce carbon, versus the potential 

constraints around: 

• The extent to which local planning authorities can wield the powers explicitly granted to them to require 

carbon reductions,  

• Local planning authorities’ duty to enable other outcomes such as rapid housing delivery. See separate 

report 1a for those constraints. 

This mismatch has caused some ambitious carbon reduction policies to stumble at the hurdle of Examination in 

Public, although others have successfully passed that hurdle with very similar policies. See separate report 1a for 

those constraints and precedents. 

Because of this mismatch, an approach that is low-risk for planning acceptability and viability is generally high-

risk for climate, as it would fail to remedy the status quo of allowing new builds to continue to add to the 

country’s carbon burden, and expose occupants to high energy bills and cost of future retrofit that almost all 

existing buildings will need if the UK is to reach its net zero carbon future.  

It is therefore necessary to differentiate risk across a range of topics. These topics reflect the key areas of debate 

arising in the literature on the low carbon transition, emerging practice in local planning, and recent experience 

working with local authorities and developers. The topics’ scope is as shown overleaf (see Table 1).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• The local plan has a legal duty to mitigate climate change in line with the Climate 

Change Act 2008  

• Mitigation in line with the Act 2008 would logically need to deliver the built 

environment changes shown to be necessary for the Act’s carbon goals 

• National government’s current policies (including Building Regulations Part L) are 

insufficient to deliver the necessary changes 

• There are local plan powers that can help deliver the changes 
o There are perceived limits to how far these powers can be exercised – due to 

definition of powers, consistency with national policies, and potential to clash with 

other local plan duties e.g. deliverability; viability. 

o Some adopted precedent local plans have now gone as far as necessary e.g. B&NES, 

Cornwall and Central Lincolnshire. 

• A local plan policy could be ‘low’ or ‘high’ risk depending on whether we focus on 

carbon & bills, or viability & precedent 

• We therefore use a ‘matrix’ to assess risk across multiple topics. 
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Table 1: Scope of risk topics for which the various potential policy options should be assessed. 

  

Climate (2˚C carbon 

budgets) 

Occupant energy bills Future retrofit 

costs/disruption 

Electrical grid 

readiness 

Delivery / sector 

readiness 

LPA internal capability Viability / cost uplift 

(vs Part L 2021/22) 

Planning powers / 

precedents 

Compatibility with 

national approach 

Will this policy deliver 

carbon and energy 

savings consistent with 

what the Committee 

on Climate Change has 

shown to be necessary 

for the UK to meet its 

legislated carbon 

budgets? 

Consider also the even 

more ambitious 

Tyndall Centre carbon 

budgets for climate 

change ≤2˚C.  

Any new build that is 

not true zero carbon 

will worsen the 

already-huge challenge 

faced. Any 

insufficiently energy-

efficient buildings will 

place excessive 

demands on the 

region’s limited 

renewable energy 

capacity. 

Might this policy 

permit or cause the 

developer to deliver a 

building that exposes 

its occupants to 

unnecessarily high 

energy costs or energy 

price volatility? 

Vice versa, is the 

resulting building likely 

to save energy bills 

long term?  

Will this policy induce 

the developer to 

deliver a building that 

is fit for the UK’s zero-

carbon future 

according to the 

Committee on Climate 

Change’s identifiedvi 

necessity for low heat 

demand and low-

carbon heat? (i.e. heat 

pumps or networks) 

If not, how disruptive 

and expensive would 

future retrofit works 

be? 

Will this induce the 

developer to minimise 

the burden that the 

new building places on 

the electricity grid, 

considering that the 

grid will come under 

huge stress from 

switching existing 

buildings and transport 

from fossil fuel to 

electricity? 

Will there be 

additional grid stress 

to account for any 

energy exports from 

solar PV installed and 

electrification (gas-free 

status) of net zero 

carbon homes?  

Might this component 

induce the delivery of 

buildings that burden 

the grid more than 

they need to – beyond 

the grid upgrades that 

will need to happen 

anyway for the net 

zero carbon future? 

How readily available 

are the materials, 

technologies and skills 

needed to comply with 

this – including energy 

calculation skills? 

How mainstream is 

this practice or level of 

performance, and are 

the relevant workers 

likely to understand 

how to deliver it?  

Is there sufficient 

resource and capacity 

available internally at 

the local authority to 

accurately assess and 

implement ambitious 

net zero policies and 

assess information that 

developers would need 

to submit?   

Is there scope to 

upskill individuals in 

planning to assess net 

zero policies? Is it likely 

that external 

consultants will be 

required to assess 

policy compliance? 

How much more would 

it cost to comply with 

this policy, compared 

to a business-as-usual 

new build? 

(Based on estimates – 

by central government 

and evidence bases of 

various emerging local 

plans – of cost uplift 

for various elements of 

improved building 

performance, and 

project experience of 

the cost of enhanced 

professional services in 

energy & carbon.) 

Is the local plan 

explicitly empowered 

to require this 

standard, via the 

Planning and Energy 

Act 2008, other 

legislation or other 

formal expression of 

government policy? 

Is there an existing 

adopted local plan 

precedent? 

If not explicitly 

empowered but also 

not explicitly 

prohibited: 

• Is there an 

emerging 

precedent for this, 

implying that it 

can be acceptable 

to the Inspector? 

• Can it be shown 

that this is the only 

way to fulfil the 

duty for ‘radical’ 

carbon reductions 

in line with the 

Climate Change 

Act? (NPPF) 

To what extent would 

this policy component: 

• Use existing 

nationally endorsed 

methodologies / 

metrics for carbon 

and energy? 

• Help or hinder other 

changes that the 

government commits 

or intends to achieve 

with regards to 

carbon and energy? 

Such as: 

o Future Homes 

Standard 2025 

o Net Zero 

Strategy (2021)  

o Heat and 

Buildings 

Strategy (2021) 

o Fully 

decarbonised 

electricity grid 

by 2035. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/the-future-homes-standard-changes-to-part-l-and-part-f-of-the-building-regulations-for-new-dwellings
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/the-future-homes-standard-changes-to-part-l-and-part-f-of-the-building-regulations-for-new-dwellings
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/net-zero-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/net-zero-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/heat-and-buildings-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/heat-and-buildings-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/heat-and-buildings-strategy
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/plans-unveiled-to-decarbonise-uk-power-system-by-2035
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/plans-unveiled-to-decarbonise-uk-power-system-by-2035
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/plans-unveiled-to-decarbonise-uk-power-system-by-2035
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/plans-unveiled-to-decarbonise-uk-power-system-by-2035
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Beyond the themes themselves (previously listed), there are several different possible ways in which a local plan 

policy requirement could address each theme – using different mechanisms, calculations, standards, and degree 

of energy and carbon performance improvement that is required.  

The risk level would then change again depending on: 

• How each theme is addressed, e.g. –  

o Using national building regulation calculations for energy and carbon (lower risk in planning 

terms, but higher risk for climate due to these methods’ inaccuracies) 

o Requiring the use of far more accurate calculation methods that exist in the industry (lower risk 

for climate but higher risk in planning terms, as some of these may not fall within Energy & 

Planning Act powers, or require specialist skills that are not abundant) 

o Replicating an existing precedent for offsetting (lower risk in planning terms) 

o Devising a more effective mechanism for offsetting (medium to higher risk in planning terms, 

due to scarce precedents, but lower risk in terms of climate outcomes).  

• Extent to which the improvement is required, e.g.–  

o the amount and type of on-site energy and carbon improvement, 

o the offset price per tonne of carbon payable by developers. 

We therefore assess a range of potential ‘policy components’ that each represent a means and extent of 

requirements under each theme. These are arranged along the vertical axis of our risk matrix. 

Each of these ‘policy components’ is scored against the full range of risk topics – climate, bills, retrofit, sectoral 

readiness, cost, powers/precedents, and consistency with national policies.  

A short note on ‘viability/cost risk’ 

Please note that our scoring of the viability/cost risk level for each component is more related to ‘cost uplift’. 

This was based on whether each policy component would drive measures that other recent analyses have shown 

are more costly than the current building regulations minimum, i.e.: 

• Heat pumps  

• Fabric improvements (based on national government cost uplift figures) 

• Solar panels (and how many – to meet total energy, or just regulated)  

• Cost to offset any remaining residual carbon (see our separate Report 1a) 

• Cost of specialist energy modelling or energy performance verification, where known.  

Our ‘viability/cost’ risk estimation was based on the % cost uplift that these combinations of measures might 

bring to a typical base build cost, based on our recent experience and on data from central government and 

other local plans’ evidence bases. The actual impact on viability of development in South Kesteven will depend on 

land values, sales values, and changing industry build costs and labour.  

About risks relating to a carbon offsetting policy in a local plan 

Local plan offsetting usually means collecting payments from developers per tonne of carbon their building will 

emit, or per kWh of total energy use that is not matched with on-site renewable energy generation This is then 

spent on local projects to save the same amount of energy or carbon. Climate risks arise when the amount paid 

is not enough to deliver the required verifiable amount of carbon savings. Risks also arise in the topics ‘occupant’ 

and ‘future retrofit’ because offsetting may be used in lieu of creating an energy-efficient building. 

About the ongoing changing landscape of precedents – how this affects ‘planning acceptability’ 

Please note that several highly ambitious local plans have now been adopted with ground-breaking net zero 

carbon policies that have thoroughly tested existing planning powers and the limits of such powers. The most 

notable are the local plans of Bath & North East Somerset Council, Cornwall Council and Central Lincolnshire 

Council. However, some other local authorities (e.g. West Oxfordshire and Lancaster) have had similar policies 

rejected at examination, which suggests that risks and uncertainty remain over net zero planning powers.  

Currently in Summer 2023, numerous other local authorities are either at examination or have emerging 

ambitious net zero carbon policies at Regulation 18 and 19 consultation stages. As these authorities work 

towards policy adoption, additional clarity and consistency should be secured on local authority net zero 

planning powers.  

Technical detail behind the risk topics and policy components  

Please note that more detail is given in our separate report “1. Climate Change Legislation” regarding the 

planning powers, climate mandate, constraints, performance measures and offsetting.  

For reasons of brevity, we do not reproduce the detail here but we here signpost where to find that information 

in Task 1.  It also has a 6-page executive summary covering most of these.  

The national carbon budgets, route to net zero, and measures required in the built environment in to deliver this 

(thus delivering ‘low risk’ for climate if included in local plan policy): 

• Executive summary – page 7  

• “Why must South Kesteven’s local plan take action towards net zero carbon”  

o “National and international commitments to address climate crisis” – page 14 – 15 

o “South Kesteven District’s role and commitments” – page 16 – 17 

The extent of the local plan’s duty and powers to mitigate carbon emissions: 

• Executive summary – page 12 – 13 

• “Legal duties of the local plan to address carbon reductions” – page 18 

• “How can South Kesteven local plan take action towards achieving net zero carbon?” – page 19 – 23 

Various requirements for buildings’ energy efficiency and renewable energy: 

• See existing and emerging precedents throughout section ““How have existing local plan precedents 

used those powers?” –pages 24 – 32, 34 – 36, 51 - 53 

Carbon offsetting (as a concept, in local plan powers, and local plan precedents) 

• Various approaches and precedents – page 37 – 40 

• “Infrastructure Act 2015” – page 19 

• “More effective offsetting schemes for new development” [emerging] – page 54 – 55  

Embodied carbon:  

• “Embodied carbon” [approaches and precedents] – page 47 – 49  

Cost uplifts for net zero carbon buildings, which may affect viability depending on sales values: 

• “Viability of required improvements to the building” – page 65 

• “Viability of offsetting any remaining carbon emissions” – page 66  
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Risk matrix – all potential policy components for new buildings 

   Risk topics (5 = high risk; 1 = low risk; 0 = actively reduces risk) 
 

  
Climate (2˚C carbon 

budgets) 
Occupant energy bills 

Future retrofit 

costs/disruption 

Electrical grid 

readiness 

Delivery / sector 

readiness 

LPA internal 

capability 
Viability / cost  

Planning powers / 

precedents 

Compatibility with 

national approach 

En
er

gy
 e

ff
ic

ie
n

cy
 

EUI limits (using PHPP/TM54) 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 5 

Space heat demand limits 

(PHPP/TM54) 
0 0 0 0 3 3 2 3 4 

Process to remedy performance 

gap  
0 0 0 0 3 3 2 2 2 

EUI & space heat limits – using 

Part L SAP 
3 3 3 2 1 3 1 2 1 

Future homes fabric % reduction 

on Part L SAP TFEE 
3 3 3 0 1 2 1 1 1 

Moderate energy efficiency % 

reduction on Part L TER 
4 3 4 3 0 2 1 1 0 

R
en

e
w

ab
le

 &
 f

o
ss

il-
fr

ee
 

en
er

gy
 s

u
p

p
ly

 

No new gas 0 3 0 3 2 1 2 2 2 

Onsite PV to match energy use 0 0 0 3 2 3 3 2 3 

Onsite PV per m2 ground floor 

area 
1 1 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 

Renewable % reduction on Part L 

TER or Part L energy use 
4 3 3 2 1 2 2 0 0 

O
ff

se
tt

in
g 

Offset only via local renewable 

energy 
3 3 3 3 2 3 2 2 3 

Offset via S106 (various projects) 4 4 4 1 0 3 2 1 1 

Offsetting via global schemes  5 3 4 3 2 4 1 4 3 

Em
b

o
d

ie
d

 

ca
rb

o
n

 

Embodied carbon – specific 

targets 
0 No impact No impact No impact 4 4 3 3 4 

Embodied carbon – reporting 

only 
3 No impact No impact No impact 2 4 1 1 2 
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Discussion of risk matrix and potential policy combinations 

The matrix orders the policy components by theme from top to bottom according to the energy hierarchy: 

energy efficiency measures, energy supply measures, offsetting, and embodied carbon.  

Most components have either a lower risk for climate and consumers but a higher risk for viability/ planning 

powers, or vice versa. This is because of the current limitations on powers explicitly granted to Local Planning 

Authorities, and the fact that this is a cutting-edge emerging area of practice with very few precedents that 

reduce carbon emissions sufficiently to be in line with the Climate Change Act.  

Only two policy components have a relatively positive risk profile across the full range of risk topics:  

• Requiring a process to reduce the energy performance gap: this can significantly reduce carbon 

emissions and occupant energy bills. National policy and legislation neither explicitly grant nor prohibit 

this. If this process ends at building completion (not occupation), it should be as acceptable as 

precedents requiring other non-national quality standards e.g. Lifetime Homes; Home Quality Mark 

(HQM): one precedent specifies HQM modules for energy quality assurance.   

• Requiring a certain m2 of PV panels per m2 of building footprint – this reflects (but could expand on) a 

measure in the new notional building specification in Building Regulations Part L 2021.  

Key reasons for policy components having higher planning risk are: 

• Setting requirements that are not based on the national calculation methodology of building 

regulations (Part L and SAP) in favour of more accurate methodologies 

• Higher (or unknown) cost of certain measures – in particular, PV solar panels and some kinds of low 

carbon heating – although this may change as these become more mainstream and economies of scale 

take effect 

• Workforce skills at scale to deliver the higher standards – but as for cost, this will improve as the 

industry improves its normal practice in response to demand and regulation. This is a good rationale for 

promoting growth of green construction skills within the district and wider region. 

Key reasons for policy components having higher risk to climate and occupants are: 

• Failing to require use of accurate methodologies to predict a building’s actual carbon emissions in use 

• Requiring only percentage improvements on the carbon and energy limits set by building regulations 

(which fail to account for energy used by plug-in appliances, and fail to incentivise inherently thermally 

efficient building shape) instead of fixed targets for energy and carbon 

• Failing to require steps to deliver energy performance as designed and predicted (that is, failing to 

confront the energy performance gap) 

• Failing to ensure that the offsetting mechanism delivers measurable and certain carbon savings that 

count towards the local area’s carbon account and would not have happened otherwise, and that the 

offsetting is truly a last resort. Overly cheap offsets disincentivise the developer from making the feasible 

on-site energy and carbon improvements – raising the risk of new buildings that have high energy bills 

and need expensive, disruptive retrofit later.   

The right combination of policy components is vital 

It is important to note that none of these policy components is enough on its own to achieve new buildings that 

deliver the required energy and carbon performance that is needed to support the national and local carbon 

budgets. Any effective net zero carbon buildings approach in a local plan would need to adopt a suite of 

requirements covering all of the following topics: 

• Energy efficiency improvements in design 

• Energy performance gap 

• Fossil-free energy supply 

• Renewable energy supply 

• Offsetting, if the policy does not require renewables to match 100% of a building’s energy use. 

• Embodied carbon 

South Kesteven District Council must therefore decide which combination of requirements it is willing to pursue, 

prioritising either the risk of challenge/delay to adoption, or the risk of failing to achieve the carbon reductions 

required by climate science and legislation. Four potential examples are as follows:  

A low-risk approach in planning terms, but which would not deliver much on-site difference compared to the 

new building regulations from 2022, and would fail to prevent new buildings from adding to the already-huge 

challenge of drastically cutting existing carbon, could include: 

• 35% reduction in on-site regulated carbon emissions (Part L 2013 baseline; well-precedented) 

• Offset regulated carbon only, at a price per tonne of CO2 that is well-precedented but out-of-date and 

not proven to meet cost of delivering local carbon-saving projects. 

A more high-risk approach in planning terms, but with great efficacy to fulfil the climate duty: 

• Target ≤15-20kWh/m2 space heat, 35kWh/m2 EUI (homes), 70kWh/m2 EUI (non-residential), calculated 

at design stage via PHPP or TM54 

• Enough on-site PV to match total energy use on site (‘true’ operational net zero carbon) 

• Use of a specific energy performance gap method 

• Any offsetting only via local renewable energy schemes, priced to reflect the cost of this.  

A medium-risk approach within the bounds of explicitly granted powers, but not true net zero: 

• 75% reduction in onsite Part L regulated carbon emissions (in line with Future Homes Standard) 

• Offset remaining regulated carbon emissions at the rising nationally recognised cost of carbon over the 

building’s lifetime, taking into account grid decarbonisation. 

A medium-risk approach that could achieve significant carbon reductions and gently tests the boundaries of 

planning powers (so may need local studies on costs and feasibility) could be: 

• 15-20kWh target Part L Fabric Energy Efficiency metric (TFEE), and 75% reduction on Part L TER 

• Require reporting of PHPP/TM54 space heat demand and EUI, for comparison purposes only  

• Use any proven method to address energy performance gap, and test on completion 

• Gas-free heat, and onsite PV to match total annual energy use (calculated with Part L method) 

• If any of the total energy demand could not be feasibly addressed by onsite PV, then offset this via local 

renewable energy schemes, priced to match local cost of delivering these (including cost of 

administration and site acquisition).  
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These approaches are next explored in individual risk matrices below.
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Example approach 1: Low risk for planning, high risk for climate, occupant and infrastructure. 

Policy requirements 
Climate (2˚C 

carbon budgets) 

Occupant 

energy bills 

Future retrofit 

costs/disruption 

Electrical grid 

readiness 

Delivery / 

sector readiness 

LPA internal 

capability 
Viability / cost 

Planning 

powers / 

precedents 

Compatibility 

with national 

approach 

35 to 40% total reduction on Part L 2013 TER  5 4 5 4 1 1 1 1 0 

5 to 15% TER reduction to be via energy 

efficiency* (*heat pumps not included) 
3 3 4 3 1 1 1 1 0 

Gas not ruled out 5 3 5 2 0 0 0 0 2 

10% of Part L energy use met with renewable 

energy supply 
4 4 4 2 1 1 1 1 1 

Offset 30 years’ worth of emissions at £60-

£90/tonne via S106 fund (not tested to meet 

cost of local carbon saving schemes) 

4 4 4 No impact 0 1 3 1 1 

No requirement set in relation to embodied 

carbon 
5 No impact No impact No impact No impact No impact No impact No impact No impact 

This follows the structure of several ‘net zero carbon buildings’ policy precedents in local plans that have passed 

inspection and been successfully implemented with good compliance rates (e.g. London Plan 2013 and 2021; 

Reading Local Plan 2019; Milton Keynes Local Plan 2019; Oxford Local Plan 2020 – noting that Milton Keynes has 

a higher offset price per tonne but does not multiply by 30-years).  

By failing to explicitly rule out gas heating, this approach risks locking-in additional fossil fuel carbon emissions 

from new buildings for many years.  

The 35-40% reduction in on-site carbon emissions will make very little difference from the 31% reduction that is 

already enforced by the new Part L uplift as of June 2022.  

The 35-40% carbon reduction, and the 10% renewable energy supply, are not large enough to push the 

developer to use a heat pump. Therefore, the developer is likely to use gas or direct electric heating, as these are 

cheaper and simpler to install. As electricity is now lower carbon than gas, the developer may choose to deliver 

part of the 35% carbon savings by using direct electric heating. The occupant would then be hit by high energy 

bills, as the running cost for direct electric heat is about three times as expensive as gas or heat pump. The 10% 

renewable energy supply is likely to be met with a small amount of on-site PV, which is not enough to make a 

large difference to total carbon nor energy bills, especially as PV often generates energy at times when the 

household doesn’t need it. 

Because the 35% carbon reduction and the 10% renewable energy supply are not large enough to  mandate a 

heat pump but would reward direct electric heating, the new buildings may place unnecessary strain on the 

electricity grid (direct electric heating uses approximately 1 kilowatt of electricity to produce 1 kilowatt of heat, 

while a heat pump can deliver 3kW of heat using just 1 kW of electricity because it works by transferring existing 

heat from outdoor air).  

The relatively small reduction in carbon means the building will have to be retrofitted at a future date to meet 

the energy performance standards vitalvii to meet the UK’s legally binding carbon targets of the Climate Change 

Act (the retrofit measures will need to include more insulation, heat pump, perhaps also heat recovery from 

wastewater and ventilation). If the building has a gas boiler system, by the time that boiler breaks then the 

government may have ended the sale of new gas boilers (2035viii), in support of its legislated climate targets. The 

occupant will then have to replace not only the heat source, but also piping and radiators assuming the occupant 

switches to a lower-temperature system such as a heat pump or network. The retrofit will be highly disruptive to 

the occupant, may damage the building (especially insulationix,x), and will cost the future occupant three-to-five 

times the price it would have cost the developer to include in the first placexi. The future retrofit will also come 

with extra embodied carbon as outdated building elements are removed and replaced (especially heating system 

and windows).  

The £60-90 offset price per tonne payable by the developer reflects the previous 2017 national value per tonne 

of carbon, used in various existing local plans (e.g. London; Reading). In those precedents this was a justifiable 

price due to its alignment with national guidance for policy appraisal at the time, but is now out of date. The up-

to-date equivalent 2023 price is £248-378/tCO2 this increases flows partly from the cost of delivering the UK’s 

increased carbon saving targets in the Climate Change Act update 2019, but also inflation. Even the up-to-date 

price may not cover the actual cost of local projects that deliver measurable and demonstrably additional carbon 

savings (for example, a locally devised price reflecting actual local project costs for Bath & North-East Somerset 
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was £652/tCO2
xii). Any set price should include not just the project implementation, but also the administrative 

cost of devising projects with a measurable carbon benefit, identifying a pipeline of opportunities, project 

management, legal negotiation with third-party asset owners (such as buildings that are to receive energy 

retrofitting), fund administration, and potentially land acquisition (if the project involves tree planting or 

standalone renewable energy generation). South Kesteven may find it useful to compare the historical and 

current national carbon prices against any recent experience it has of adding solar panels to its own estate.  
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Example approach 2: Minimal risk for climate and occupants; high risk for planning acceptability. 

Policy requirements 
Climate (2˚C 

carbon budgets) 

Occupant 

energy bills 

Future retrofit 

costs/disruption 

Electrical grid 

readiness 

Delivery / 

sector readiness 

LPA internal 

capability 
Viability / cost 

Planning 

powers / 

precedents 

Compatibility 

with national 

approach 

EUI limits using PHPP/TM54 (Homes: 
35kWh/m2/year. Nondomestic: limit varies) 

0 0 0 0 3 4 4 4 5 

Space heat demand limit of 20kWh/m2/year 
(PHPP/TM54) 

0 0 0 0 3 4 3 3 4 

Process to remedy performance gap  0 0 0 0 3 3 2 2 2 

Onsite PV to match total energy use, including 
unregulated 

0 0 0 3 3 2 3 4 4 

Offsetting via local renewable energy, at cost of 
delivering that renewable energy (S106 or direct 

investment) 

1 3 3 3 1 2 1 3 3 

Embodied carbon limit of ≤900kg/m2 in super-major 
developments only 

3 No impact No impact No impact 2 4 1 3 4 

 

This approach essentially reflects the operational net zero carbon definition proposed by the range of industry 

experts that form LETI (see separate report ‘Task A’). Central Lincolnshire successfully adopted this policy 

approach in April 2023, whilst Cornwall Council and B&NES had slightly less stringent versions of this approach 

adopted in January 2023. Various other councils are in the process towards bringing identical or similar 

approaches to be tested at examination (e.g. Greater Cambridge). Where these policies have successfully been 

adopted, the success at examination is largely down to robust evidence bases that consist of feasibilityxiii and 

costxiv assessments on policy delivery, in addition to demonstrating the necessity for these policies in order to 

deliver on their duty to mitigate climate change.  

The use of PHPP or TM54 energy modelling methods (to evaluate performance against the targets) reduces risk to 

climate and occupants by providing a far more accurate prediction of energy use compared to the industry’s 

usual Part L SAP. 

The space heat demand limit reduces the risk of in-use carbon emissions and energy costs. It also supports health 

and comfort as the home will be less subject to temperature fluctuations or condensation. 

The EUI limit effectively mandates the use of a heat pump as these are ~300% efficient (allowing them to fulfil a 

15kWh heat demand using only 5kWh of electricity, thus shrinking the overall energy use). This rules out fossil gas 

systems and direct electric heating, thus saving energy bills, minimising the additional demand on the electricity 

grid, and sparing the occupant from the disruption and cost of future retrofit. Because of the extreme efficiency 

of heat pumps, their running costs are typically similar to gas, but here the occupant may benefit from even lower 

bills because onsite solar PV is also required. 

The limits on space heat demand and EUI both reduce the demand placed by the development on electrical grid 

capacity (however, see also commentary further down regarding the potential additional grid capacity demand 

that may be exerted by on-site PV).  

The renewable energy target means that the building’s roof must be oriented to maximise solar PV generation. 

This may require adjustment to volume builders’ standard designs on some sites, but the target has proven 

achievable without changing the design or orientation of existing ordinary new builds in Greater Cambridge and 

Central Lincolnshire (see respective emerging plan evidence bases).      

The first reason for high risk to planning acceptability is due to setting targets PHPP, which is not a method used 

to fulfil national building regulations, thus could be argued not to meet the definition of an ‘energy efficiency 

standard’ that the Energy and Planning Act empowers local plans to require. This is not to say that the local plan 

is explicitly banned from requiring such targets, but the question has not been consistently legally tested. 

Acceptability will become better understood in the next year as local authorities such as Merton wait to hear 

whether these calculation approaches are sound in planning terms. However, some adopted plans with this policy 

approach have set requirements for major developments’ energy target compliance to be shown using PHPP or 

TM54 in supplementary guidance documents at Bath & North East Somerset Councilxv and Cornwall Councilxvi; 

albeit these supplementary documents were not tested at examination.  

This risk relating to energy prediction calculation methods primarily applies to the PHPP method specifically. By 

contrast, the TM54 method is now acknowledged in Part L 2021 (non-residential) as a suitable method for energy 

forecasting, thus should now be considered to have been ‘endorsed … by the Secretary of State’ as per the 

definition of an ‘energy efficiency standard’ laid out in the Energy and Planning Act. This approach is also subject 

to risks relating to the industry’s readiness to deliver all of the measures at scale – such as availability of 

construction materials and systems that perform well enough, and also potential constraints in the number of 

professionals familiar with the required skillset to design, deliver and verify such high-performing buildings. That 

is not to say that these skills and materials do not exist, but that further studies may help to bolster the evidence 

on whether this could constrain the speed of housing delivery sufficiently to affect South Kesteven District’s 
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achievement of housing targets beyond the existing construction skills shortage that already constrains housing 

delivery even without the policy.  

This approach has some level of risk relating to infrastructure readiness. The extensive on-site PV will export 

energy to the grid at times of peak generation and low onsite energy demand. This is part of the necessary 

solution to net zero carbon: the export of clean energy reduces the need for fossil fuel use at power stations, 

balancing out the times when the building must draw power from the grid. However, in some locations, the grid 

may not be ready for these exports without capacity upgrades. This risk could be reduced by energy storage 

(batteries; hot water tanks) or other smart ‘demand side response’ system.  It should also be noted that extensive 

upgrades to grid capacity and ‘smart grids’ will be essential as part of the district’s (and the UK’s) net zero carbon 

transition of the existing buildings and transport sectors anyway even in the absence of this local plan policy; 

these capacity upgrades should not be assumed to have been triggered solely by a local plan policy for new 

development rooftop PV.  

The renewables and offsetting approach would mean that the building must have enough renewable energy 

capacity to generate an equal amount of energy to what the building uses per year. The policy would expect this 

to be delivered on-site, but if necessary, it can be delivered on other buildings’ roofs or separate land in South 

Kesteven. This is the most reliable and climate-safe offsetting option we have identified, as it is easily measurable, 

and clearly additional to what would happen without the funding.   

This policy approach uses ‘energy offsetting’, instead of ‘carbon offsetting’. This requires a p/kWh or £/MWh cost 

metric, which is agnostic to the carbon factor of the grid and allows more specific allocation of funds on projects 

based on what specifically has been offset (either residual total energy use or deficit in on-site renewable energy 

generation). More information on this offsetting approach is set out in the separate ‘Task A’ report.  

Nevertheless, this offsetting approach has ‘low’ rather than ‘zero’ risk for climate. This is because the carbon 

budgets (see separate ‘Task A’ report) require such drastic cuts that all buildings and most sectors will need to 

become net zero carbon on their own terms, meaning that that as we near the net zero carbon end-goal there 

will be very little room for trading carbon savings between sectors. The built environment is one sector that is 

expected to be able to become net zero without offsetting; the UK’s capacity to generate ‘carbon credits’ 

resources should therefore primarily be reserved for hard-to-abate sectors, such as aviation and agriculture. This 

would mean that existing buildings will eventually need their own roof space to deliver their own renewable 

energy to eliminate their own carbon, rather than being able to lend that roof space to eliminate the carbon of 

new buildings. Alternatively, delivering the renewable energy generation equipment on open land would 

compete with other land uses vital to the UK’s carbon reduction trajectory such as woodland creation to capture 

carbon, or local food production. Any impact on AONBs or other landscape protection designations would need 

to be considered, as these could also potentially constrain South Kesteven’s ability to bring forward off-site large 

scale renewable energy as scheme to offset new builds’ carbon. 

Offsetting under this approach operates as energy offsetting, instead of carbon offsetting, which requires a 

p/kWh or £/MWh cost metric, which is agnostic to the carbon factor of the grid and allows more specific 

allocation of funds on projects based on what specifically has been offset (either residual total energy use or on-

site renewable energy generation). More information on this offsetting approach is set out in Task 1.  
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Example approach 3: Medium risk for climate and occupants; low risk for planning acceptability 

Policy requirements 
Climate (2˚C 

carbon budgets) 

Occupant 

energy bills 

Future retrofit 

costs/disruption 

Electrical grid 

readiness 

Delivery / sector 

readiness 

LPA internal 

capability 
Viability / cost 

Planning 

powers / 

precedents 

Compatibility 

with national 

approach 

10% improvement on Part L SAP TFEE 2021 

(Future Homes Fabric) 
3 3 3 1 1 2 1 1 0 

Homes: 75% reduction on Part L 2013 SAP 

TER(Future Homes Standard) 
4 3 3 2 1 2 2 2 0 

Non-residential reduction on Part L 2013 

SBEM TER: 

• 19% via energy efficiency measures 

35% in total.   

4 3 4 3 1 2 1 1 0 

Recalculate SAP figures on completion (to 

reflect any design changes and fabric 

performance) and remedy or offset any 

shortfall 

2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 0 

Onsite renewables as far as feasible & viable, 

ideally to reach ‘net zero regulated carbon’ 
3 3 2 3 3 2 2 2 3 

Offset 30 years’ regulated emissions (with 

annual national carbon price rises & electricity 

grid carbon falling) via S106 to fund various 

local carbon reduction projects 

4 4 4 1 0 2 1 1 1 

Embodied carbon – reporting only 3 No impact No impact No impact 3 3 1 1 2 

 

This approach essentially mirrors the emerging Warwick Net Zero Carbon Buildings Development Plan 

Document, which has completed Examination in Public and has received the post-examination Inspector’s letter 

requiring that a Main Modifications consultation is carried out, which ran from 5 June – 17 July 2023. Similarly to 

approach 2, this approach uses powers explicitly granted by the Energy and Planning Act (that is, based around 

Part L metrics), and builds on mechanisms that have been used in existing precedents (in particular the use of 

national values per tonne of carbon for offset purposes). If successful at examination, it will strengthen the 

overall body of precedents, but this approach is now arguably already outdated following the recent adoption of 

the more ambitious ‘approach 2’ at three different local authorities.  

This set of requirements induces developers to deliver the national Future Homes Standard today instead of 

waiting until 2025. This includes matching the indicative Future Homes Standard’s improved building fabric 

(which significantly reduces heat demand compared to Part L 2013 and 2021), and the overall Future Homes 

Standard Target Emissions Rate (TER).  This means the building will be relatively thermally efficient and is almost 

certain to have a heat pump – given that the Government is setting set the Future Homes Standard emission rate 

with the aim that it is not likely to be achieved without a heat pump.  

Together, these standards mean that the risk of extensive future retrofit costs and disruption are dramatically 

reduced, compared to business-as-usual new builds in 2022.  These requirements can be viability-assessed using 

cost uplift data from the Government (for Future Homes Fabricxvii) and other emerging local plan evidence bases 

produced by expert cost consultantsxviii.  

However, the renewables requirement in this policy is not strong enough to sufficiently induce developers to 

make further renewable provision beyond what they would already have to do to meet the 75% carbon 

reduction (as heat pumps can be seen as a renewable energy measure). The only incentive to add more 

renewables is the requirement to offset the remaining regulated carbon. Where the developer argues that 

feasibility or viability prohibit further renewable energy on a particular scheme, it may be difficult for officers to 

determine whether this is a valid argument.  

The developer must then offset any remaining regulated carbon emissions that the building would cause during 

30 years of operation, via a payment to the council ringfenced to fund carbon-saving projects in the area. This 

approach is supported by precedents in London, Reading and Milton Keynes – but is made more effective by 

fine-tuning the calculation. Firstly, it includes increases to the nationally-recognised cost of carbonxix that will 

occur in those 30 years (helping to raise larger funds that are more likely to cover the cost of local carbon 

file:///C:/Users/AlexMcCann/Downloads/EXAM_12___Inspector_s_Post_Hearing_Letter_to_WDC_300323.pdf
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reduction projects). Secondly, it takes into account national projections for reductions in the carbon of grid 

electricity. This provides a financial incentive for developers to use all-electric systems for heating, which will 

gradually reach zero carbon by 2035xx without further action from the building owner, or sooner if the owner 

adds more solar PV to the roof.  

The risks of climate impact, electrical grid impacts and energy bills are significantly reduced compared to 

business as usual, but still have ‘medium’ risk for several reasons: 

• The policy uses the national energy and carbon calculation methodologies (Part L SAP or SBEM) which 

are widely recognisedxxi,xxii to be poor predictors of the building’s actual performance. 

• Part L SAP figures would only cover ‘regulated’ energy, which means there is no policy lever to reduce or 

offset the carbon associated with ‘unregulated’ energy such as that used by plug-in appliances 

(unregulated energy represents about half of total energy used in homesxxiii).  

• From 2025 the Future Homes Standard (FHS) will form the new baseline. At that point this policy’s only 

benefit would be its requirements for offsetting, and embodied carbon reporting. It is a possibility that 

embodied carbon may even be included in the FHS if the Part Z proposalxxiv is integrated into Building 

Regulations. Part Z was discussed at Parliament for the third time in April 2023, as part of the 

committee stage debate on the Levelling Up and Regeneration Bill.  

• The non-residential requirements are set to match well-precedented requirements in other local 

authority areas that were set when Part L 2013 was the national standard; they now do not make much 

improvement on the new national standard of the newly introduced Part L 2022.  

• Finally, offsetting still places a burden on the Council to deliver and measure ‘additional’ carbon 

reductions, and the UK’s required drastic carbon reduction trajectory may not leave room for other 

sectors to pick up the slack for new buildings (see appendices). Additionally, the offsetting requirement 

only applies to the regulated carbon emissions as estimated by Part L methods, which as previously 

noted are a dramatic underestimation of the building’s actual energy demand and carbon emissions.
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Example approach 4: Medium-low risk for climate; medium-low risk for planning 

Policy requirements 

Climate (2˚C 

carbon 

budgets) 

Occupant 

energy bills 

Future retrofit 

costs/disruptio

n 

Electrical grid 

readiness 

Delivery / 

sector 

readiness 

LPA internal 

capability 
Viability / cost 

Planning 

powers / 

precedents 

Compatibility 

with national 

approach 

Space heat demand limit 15-20kWh/m2/year using SAP 

Fabric Energy Efficiency (DFEE) 
2 2 3 1 1 3 2 1 1 

Regulated energy intensity limit using SAP, and 75% 

reduction on Part L SAP 2013 TER before PV is added 
2 2 2 2 1 3 1 2 1 

A fixed kWh/m2/year limit on regulated energy via  Part 

L ‘Primary Energy Rate’ metric (PER) – limit to be 

confirmed per type of building 

Depends on target 1 3 
Depends on 

target 
1 1 

PHPP / TM54 – reporting only, to compare with SAP  2 2 2 1 3 4 1 3 3 

Apply any one of several named proven processes to 

remedy the performance gap  
0 0 0 0 3 2 2 2 2 

Onsite or near-site PV to match regulated energy use 

unless proven unfeasible  
1 1 1 3 2 2 3 2 3 

Offset 30 years’ emissions from total residual energy use 

(where not met with on-site PV), via local standalone 

renewable energy.  

Unregulated energy to be calculated with BREDEM or a 

SAP/SBEM adjustment tool. 

2 3 3 3 3 2 3 3 3 

Embodied carbon – reporting only; targets to be added 

from 2025  
2 No impact No impact No impact 2 2 2 2 No impact 

This approach builds on the previous ‘medium risk’ approach while exploring further avenues to address the 

weaknesses of that approach. Like the previous ‘medium risk’ approach, it requires the building to meet the 

Future Homes Standard (a 75% reduction on Part L 2013 SAP carbon emissions, which essentially rules out gas as 

previously noted). To strengthen the approach, this policy combination then adds detailed requirements for 

energy use intensity, space heat demand, and PV. 

An absolute space heat demand limit means the building must have an inherently thermally efficient form. This 

is stronger than precedents which just require a percentage improvement on the Part L baseline – because the 

Part L baseline is relative, not absolute: it is derived from a ‘notional’ building of the same size and shape.  If the 

proposed building has a complex form with many joins and surface areas that leak heat, Part L would simply 

allow leeway to use more energy. Setting an absolute limit on space heat demand will remove this weakness of 

‘relative’ improvement and move towards the level of performance vital to make new buildings compatible with 

the UK’s net zero carbon future (albeit recognising that it would not reach this performance level in actual 

operation, due to the aforementioned fact that Part L calculation methods dramatically underestimate space 

heat demand). The 15-20kWh space heat demand target comes from the Committee on Climate Change and 

represents a ~60-70% improvement on a typical home’s TFEExxv with Part L 2013.  

PER (Primary Energy Rate) is a metric used in Part L to reflect total regulated energy demand. However, this 

metric takes into account not only the actual metered energy, but also the losses upstream in generating and 

distributing that energy. This obscures the actual energy efficiency of the building itself, because it makes 

electricity look worse than gas (due to the inefficiencies that occur at power stations burning gas to generate 

electricity, and efficiencies in the electricity grid itself). This makes it a complex indicator, and one for which 

there are not many analyses of what would be a ‘best practice’ PER fit for the UK’s carbon reduction trajectory. 

Additionally, as with other Part L metrics, it is likely to be inaccurate as a reflection of actual building 

performance.  

Therefore, it is difficult to set universal targets that a building could justifiably be asked to aim for; further 

complex analysis would be needed. To set the PER target limit, South Kesteven may need a specialist study of 

what the SAP regulated kWh/m2/year TPER figure would need to be in order to fit within a best-practice total EUI 

feasible for the building typexxvi. The effort and expense involved in that analysis may not be justified by the 

actual level of improvement that the policy would deliver, compared to pursuing a policy that simply uses 

alternative calculation methods (see ‘approach 2’, previously noted).  

 

Alternatively, to address the problems of inaccurate FEE and PER metrics, South Kesteven could explore using 

emerging tools such as the South West Net Zero Energy Hub SAP Energy Adjustment Toolxxvii, which is now being 

utilised in practice by Cornwall Council and Bath & North East Somerset Council (titled ‘Energy Summary Tool’). 

This tool starts with SAP calculations for a building, then adjusts these to reflect the probable actual 
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performance (in total energy use and space heating), by remedying SAP’s underestimation of space heat demand 

and other regulated energy, and SAP’s overestimation of unregulated energy.  

As the required standards in Approach 4 are all based on the national calculation models SAP and SBEM (as used 

in Part L of Building Regulations), they all are safely within the Planning and Energy Act powers to set 

“reasonable requirements” for energy efficiency and a proportion of energy to be met with local renewable 

supply. Given the climate crisis and the UK’s carbon budgets, it is ‘reasonable’ to require 100% renewable energy 

and extremely high thermal efficiency; it would be arguably unreasonable to require anything less.   

There is still medium climate risk because of the shortcomings of SAP in terms of accurate prediction of energy 

use, but this weakness is somewhat reduced in the following ways: 

• Requiring use of a methodology proven to reduce or eliminate the energy performance gap.  

• Requiring the developer to also submit calculations that are far more accurate – that is, PHPP or TM54 
calculations. The developer would not have to show that the building achieves the same kWh/m2/year 
targets using PHPP or TM54, but these calculations would help officers (and buyers) spot where there 
may be unreasonably high energy bill costs, and enable more informed discussion with developers about 
potential improvements to the proposed scheme.   

• Requiring not only regulated, but also unregulated carbon emissions to be offset (for 30 years of 
operation, using the time-sensitive cost calculation explained in Example Approach 3).  

There is precedentxxviii for seeking TM54 calculations to support accuracy, and BREDEM calculations to estimate 
unregulated energy use. An accurate calculation of unregulated energy is crucial as this policy combination 
requires that to be offset too: the amount of carbon to be offset is calculated to include not only the regulated 
energy (using SAP) but also unregulated energy (using BREDEM). The methods are compatible, as SAP is based 
on BREDEMxxix. An alternative method to calculating the unregulated energy could be a method such as the 
aforementioned Energy Adjustment Tool (from the South-West Net Zero Hub) which adjusts unregulated energy 
estimations from SAP to reflect modern appliances, as SAP overestimates unregulated energy. However, it 
should be noted that unregulated energy in operation is highly variable as it is dependent on occupational 
behaviour.  

Finally, offsetting only via standalone renewable energy projects ensures that this policy avoids forcing other 

sectors (land use or existing buildings) to pick up avoidable excess carbon of new buildings. This helps with 

overall climate outcomes, given that these other sectors will already struggle to get their own carbon emissions 

to net zero as needed for UK’s required carbon reduction trajectory.  Offsets may be made via Section 106 

payments to follow precedent, or the developer could invest directly. South Kesteven’s experience of adding 

solar panels to its own buildings may inform a verdict about the administrative burden of such schemes and cost 

per tonne of carbon saved (or the cost per kWh of new renewable energy).   

Any Renewable Energy Guarantees of Origin produced by the ‘offset’ renewable energy farms must not be sold 

onwards, as their carbon savings already ‘belong’ to the development (sale of the REGO certificates to a third 

party would double-count the carbon savings).
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What about existing buildings? 

Existing buildings are not included in the previous risk matrices for new build policy requirements, as the 

potential policy requirements and risk topics must be looked at differently in existing buildings.  

This is firstly because existing buildings are so varied in type, age, use, heritage value, and condition. This makes 

it impractical to set reasonable universal requirements for energy efficiency, low carbon heat or renewable 

energy. Existing powers and precedents largely focus on new buildings. 

Secondly, local plans also have only a very limited influence on the carbon and energy performance of existing 

buildings, as they can exert influence only where the building owner is seeking to make a change to the building 

that requires planning permission.  

Nevertheless, planning permission can be (rightly or wrongly) perceived as a barrier to the energy retrofit actions 

that are urgently needed at scale across our building stock in order for the UK to have a chance of meeting its 

carbon reduction goals. This problem must be addressed if the local plan is to fulfil its duty to deliver carbon 

reductions in line with the goals of the Climate Change Act.  

In May 2022 the Government notedxxx that by end of 2022 it would review planning barriers to existing 

household installation of energy efficiency measures. This review is not available at the time of writing (June 

2023). 

There is at least one precedent where a local plan attempted to require greater ‘consequential improvements’ to 

existing buildings’ energy efficiency when changes are made that need permission, expanding on Building 

Regulations requirements for the same. However, discussions with energy officers at that local authority reveal 

that this has not proven very effective because very few relevant proposals pass over their desk, and the 

improvements can only be applied to the part of the building that is undergoing works, not the whole building – 

which renders many retrofit measures ineffective. 

The role of local planning in reducing existing buildings’ carbon thus has two main strands: 

1. Removing the actual or perceived planning barriers to energy retrofit measures – by making 

policy language actively permissive towards these, supported by guidance on what changes are 

acceptable in different settings and what changes don’t need permission; perhaps also Local 

Development Orders for greater certainty (see Report 1a).  

2. Allocating enough land suitable for renewable energy generation & distribution to decarbonise 

energy used by existing buildings– e.g. wind; solar; biogas; electrical grid upgrades; energy storage; 

heat networks. This de-risks the application process (improving viability), and makes energy cheaper 

in the long term (less reliant on volatile oil/gas prices).  

Also, additional risk topics become relevant for existing buildings: 

• Heritage: Is this policy approach likely to conflict with, or be overruled by, heritage concerns (including 

natural heritage such as AONB)? Conversely, could this approach bring forward energy improvements 

that keep existing heritage buildings suitable for use for longer, thus preserving viable use and avoiding 

the embodied carbon of replacing them? 

• Enforceability: Is this policy approach likely to be applicable and enforceable in many cases? Would it 

help planning officers to identify compliance, whether quantitative or qualitative? 

We present only one risk matrix for existing buildings, as all policy components are mutually compatible and can 

be applied singly or together. All components ‘actively reduce’ climate risk, as all help improve existing emissions 

(unlike new builds, which worsen the status quo unless zero carbon).

Policy component 
Climate (2˚C 

carbon budgets) 

Occupant energy 

bills 

Electrical grid 

readiness 

Delivery 

/sector 

readiness 

LPA internal 

capability 
Viability / 

cost 

Enforceability / 

implementation 
Heritage 

Planning powers 

/ precedents 

Actively welcome proposals that result in better energy efficiency, low 

carbon heat and extended fitness for use of existing buildings, and 

proposals for renewable energy generation (on buildings, or 

standalone), storage and distribution, with significant weight attached 

0 0 0 1 No impact No impact 3 3 2 

Require higher ‘consequential improvements’ to energy efficiency in 

applications relating to existing buildings, building on Part L2B 
0 0 0 3 2 5 4 4 2 

Offer guidance on effective energy retrofit measures, clarity on when 

permissions are needed, and heritage-acceptable measures 
0 0 0 1 3 No impact 1 0 1 

Spatial strategy: allocate/identify sites for enough renewables  0 0 2 No impact 3 0 0 3 1 

Spatial strategy: Allocate/identify sites for energy storage 0 0 0 No impact 3 0 0 1 1 

Spatial strategy: Allocate/identify routes for heat networks  0 0 No impact No impact 3 No impact 0 1 1 
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Policy component 
Climate (2˚C 

carbon budgets) 

Occupant energy 

bills 

Electrical grid 

readiness 

Delivery 

/sector 

readiness 

LPA internal 

capability 
Viability / 

cost 

Enforceability / 

implementation 
Heritage 

Planning powers 

/ precedents 

Local Development Order permitting retrofit, renewables or heat 

networks (specific measures & specific locations) 
0 0 1 No impact 3 0 0 2 1 
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Potential imminent regulatory and legislative changes that may change the risk profile 

This risk matrix approach was drafted in June 2023. Uncertainty remains over changes to the national planning 

system, which may affect the risk levels under the topics of ‘planning powers’ and ‘compatibility with national 

approach’.   

The key document updates are: 

• Levelling Up & Regeneration Bill (passed through House of Commons)  

• National Planning Policy Framework update (consultation 22 December 2022 – 2 March 2023)  

Recently, a “Carbon Emissions (Buildings) Bill”xxxi (second reading in November 2022) has been produced and 

awaits further discussion at Parliament in the context on the Levelling Up and Regeneration Bill. It proposed a 

new ‘Part Z’ to Building Regulations to require reporting of whole-life carbon emissions of buildings from 2023 

and set limits on their embodied carbon from 2027. 

Levelling Up & Regeneration Bill  

The Bill has passed through the House of Commons and, at the time of writing (May 2023), has reached the 

Committee stage in the House of Lords. Depending on the speed of its progression through the House of Lords, it 

could gain royal assent and begin to be implemented in 2024xxxii. 

The government’s chief planner has confirmedxxxiii that when passed, the Bill’s changes would not all be 

immediate but “will be accompanied by updates to regulations and policy … Some matters will be subject to 

public consultation”. An accompanying ‘further information’ paperxxxiv noted next steps: 

• Technical consultation on details of the new Infrastructure Levy & compulsory purchase – consultation 

until 9 June 2023 

• Consultation on the new system of Environmental Outcomes – consultation until 9 June 2023 

• Technical consultation on criteria for fast-tracking Nationally Significant Infrastructure Projects 

• Outline a vision for the new NPPF, including an indication of the types of National Development 

Management Policy that it could include – consultation ended 2 March 2023 

We recommend South Kesteven District Council keep a close eye on the outcome of these consultations and 

react as it becomes clear how the Bill affects the plan’s ability to deliver net zero carbon development.  

The Bill’s key proposals potentially relevant to climate change plan policy are as follows. 

• New system of ‘Environmental Outcomes’ to replace the EU system of Sustainability Appraisals 

and Environmental Impact Assessment – unlikely to explicitly include carbon 

• A standardised set of data to be used in preparation of local plans and applications 

• National Development Management Policies that could undermine local policy 

• A new Infrastructure Levy to replace the existing system of developer contributions (Section 106 

and Community Infrastructure Levy).  

The House of Commons Committee’s reportxxxv to the Secretary of State observes that the Committee is 

struggling to evaluate the Bill’s planning impact because its proposals lack detail and rely heavily on 

secondary legislation whose content is unknown.   

Environmental Outcomes system 

A policy paperxxxvi released with the bill explains that it will bring in a new “process used to assess the potential 

environmental effects of … plans and major projects [via] ‘Environmental Outcome Reports’”.  

The Environmental Outcomes are as yet undefined, but the Bill will come with changes to the NPPF to ensure 

that the Environment Act 2021 is “embedded fully in plan-making and decisions”. Examples given are 

biodiversity net gain and Local Nature Recovery Strategies. It is thus likely that the Outcomes may also cover the 

Act’s other priority areasxxxvii: air quality; water quality; resource efficiency.  

Carbon is not among these: in fact, the text of the Act tells the new ‘Office of Environmental Protection’ to 

ensure it does not overlap with the Committee on Climate Change. Still, net zero carbon policy may be able to 

bolster its justification by supporting air quality – such as by banning gas boilers or reducing car use (even 

electric vehicles impact air quality via tire wear and road dust resuspension). 

However, the consultation documentxxxviii states that a review is taking place on how Environmental Outcome 

Reports ‘could be used effectively to help support effort to reduce the carbon impact of development’. Reference 

is also made to net zero, a positive inclusion that has not been explicitly stated previously.  

A standard data approach to be used in preparing local plans 

These proposals would enable the Secretary of State to regulate how planning authorities select, process and 

use data in local plan makingxxxix. This relates strongly to the aim of digitising the planning system to make it 

accessible for more people to directly engage with the plan-making process or comment on planning 

applications. Part of the reason for this is that planning authorities do not follow set standards in how they store 

or publish local plan information. Data standards would aim to make all area’s local plan information directly 

comparable and easier to navigate.  The proposals include: 

• Secretary of State to determine ‘approved data standards’ that planning authorities must use 

• Giving local authorities the power to require other bodies to provide certain data to them  

• Secretary of State empowered to require the data to be openly available, free of charge 

• Secretary of State empowered to prohibit or limit the use of software for planning data. 

The proposed data standards do not immediately affect our identified ‘risk levels’ or risk topics. We anticipate 

that South Kesteven’s Local Plan Review will be complete and adopted before the Bill is passed. This would 

therefore become a consideration for the next local plan-making process.  

In future, it may mean that certain specific data evidence might need to be provided and published in order to 

justify some of the more ambitious policies if those are pursued. For example, it is imaginable that any of the 

following could be included in the new data standards: 

• Feasibility and cost of complying with local standards for buildings’ energy and carbon 
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• Areas suitable for renewable energy or other carbon-reducing measures, and reasons for this 

• Transport data used to justify site allocations from a carbon perspective. 

The new standards may conceivably also affect planning applications’ use of data or software, such as: 

• Data and software used in energy statements (carbon and energy calculations) 

• Data and software around viability. 

It is however too early to pre-empt whether the current South Kesteven Local Plan Review net zero carbon 

policies may be affected by the standards of data that applications may later need to submit.  

National Development Management Policies 

A set of national policies is intended to streamline the plan-making process by reducing the number of issues 

each local area has to address (also enabling developers to deal with less local variability).  

• National DM Policies could override local plan policies where there is a conflict  

• Initial commentary suggest thatxl:  

o They will “be derived from the policies set out currently in the [NPPF] where these are 

intended to guide decision-making, but we will also identify … gaps in the issues which are 

covered”. 

o The policies will cover “issues that apply in most areas”. 

• In the consultation text, it is suggested that a national DM policy for carbon reduction and 

measurement could be set, which could set minimum standards but still allows local authorities to 

set their own standards. It is however unclear how this would correlate to Building Regulations. 

Currently, it appears unlikely that current local powers are at risk of being undermined, yet this could 

change following the consultation process.   

The text of the bill does not mention “energy” or “deregulation”, so we assume it will not amend the Planning 

and Energy Act 2008 nor trigger the amendments that were part of the Deregulation Act 2015xli (those 

amendments would remove local plans’ power to regulate homes’ energy efficiency and renewable energy use – 

although not for other buildings).  

Therefore, if there is a National DM Policy on energy and carbon, scope should remain for local plans to require 

renewable energy and higher energy efficiency than building regulations.   

National Development Management Policies may change our assessed ‘risk levels’ as follows only if 

energy and carbon do indeed get covered by one of the national DM policies: 

• Local policies on energy and carbon performance of buildings may become higher risk, impossible, or 

simply overruled. Misalignment with national policy is likely to be the key risk. 

• Policies regarding energy and carbon may have to follow a more set structure – for example, the 

National DM Policy (and Approved Data Standard) might define what evidence must be submitted, or 

constrain the ways in which offsetting can be required or delivered.  

We note that the ‘Planning for the Future’ White Paper (2020) appeared to suggest that the new Building 

Regulations Part L Future Homes Standard would drive energy standards high enough that local plans would no 

longer have this within their remit:  

“The planning system is only one of the tools that we need to use to [address] climate 

change. Last year we consulted on our proposals to move towards a Future Homes 

Standard [through which] we expect new homes to produce 75-80 per cent lower CO2 

emissions [and] be ‘zero carbon ready’ … without the need for further costly retrofitting … 

As local authorities are freed from many planning obligations through our reforms, they will 

be able to … focus more fully on enforcement”. 

The page for this White Paper consultationxlii states that the consultation outcome is expressed 

through the Levelling Up and Regeneration Bill accompanying Policy Paper; however, this does not 

mention carbon and fails to not state a clear position on local plan powers over developments’ 

energy performance. However, the 2021 Future Homes Standard consultation responsexliii 

confirmed that “to provide some certainty in the immediate term, we will not amend the Planning 

and Energy Act 2008, which means that local authorities will retain powers to set local energy 

efficiency standards for new homes”. We assume the same is true for the Planning & Energy Act 

powers regarding non-residential buildings and renewable energy.  

It remains to be seen whether there may be a reversal of this statement via the creation of National 

Development Management Policies under the aegis of the Levelling Up Bill. 

Developer contributions 

The Bill proposes to replace the current system of Section 106 contributions and Community Infrastructure Levy. 

The new Infrastructure Levy will replace CIL entirely, and S106 in most cases. 

This may affect the ability to collect carbon offset payments in local plan net zero carbon policy, as S106 is the 

mechanism usually used for this.  Details includexliv: 

• The new ‘Infrastructure Levy’ will be mandatory (rather than the current CIL and S106, which the 

local planning authority does not have to set)  

• The new Infrastructure Levy would be set in relation to final gross development value (GDV) 

when the development is sold, not floor space 

• The Levy rates would apply over a certain threshold (of GDV, assumably) 

• An infrastructure delivery strategy must outline how the new Levy will be spent 

• Section 106 agreements will still be used in some cases 

• Sites permitted before the introduction of the new Levy will still be subject to any CIL/S106 

This latter point echoes the Government’s May 2022 response to the Select Committee Report on the ‘Planning 

for the Future’ White Paperxlv which stated that Section 106 would not be entirely removed – but rather as a 

means to collect the new Infrastructure Levy “in limited circumstances”.  

It is not yet clear how the new Infrastructure Levy may change the planning acceptability risk of setting policy 

that requires developer contributions to offset carbon. Carbon offsetting is not referred to in the technical 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/levelling-up-and-regeneration-bill-reforms-to-national-planning-policy/levelling-up-and-regeneration-bill-reforms-to-national-planning-policy#chapter-10--national-development-management-policies
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consultation document. It may have no effect given that the rates will still be set locally and S106 will still 

remain for some purposes.  

However, potential risks could arise in the following scenarios: 

• If restrictions are placed on what counts as “infrastructure” and how to justify the need for this  

• If there is no flexibility to charge a certain value per tonne of carbon or per kWh of electricity, rather 

than a % of gross development value.   

o If this happens, the local carbon offsetting fund may have a greater administration burden in 

finding carbon reduction projects that deliver the carbon savings at the same cost per tonne, as 

the developer will instead pay an amount in relation to their gross development value, not their 

building’s carbon emissions.  

The Infrastructure Levy is to be rolled out gradually via a ‘test and learn approach’. Insight from this roll-out may 

give an indication of whether the new system is suitable for use in carbon offsetting.

Updates to the National Planning Policy Framework 

It was announced (via correctionxlvi) on 13th June 2022 that in July 2022 the Government would release an outline 

of proposed changes to the NPPF that will begin to explain how the new ‘environmental outcomes’ system 

(envisioned by the Levelling Up & Regeneration Bill) might be implemented.  

 

The Government’s November 2021 responsexlvii  to the Select Committee Report on the ‘Planning for the future’ 

White Paper noted that “a new set of National Development Management Policies in the NPPF will save local 

authorities time, removing the need to repeat things which apply universally, helping them to get plans in place 

quickly and allowing local leaders to focus on issues that matter most locally”.  

 

In May it was stated that the July NPPF update outline will includexlviii an indication of what type of National 

Development Management Policies will be created.  

 

In December, later than anticipated, the document with indicative text changes to the NPPFxlix was released. 

The consultation period ran from 22 December 2022 to 2 March 2023. Proposed changes, set out in detail in 

Task 1, most notable for the South Kesteven Local Plan in the consultation document were: 

 

• Introduction of National Development Management policies 

• Onshore wind development amendments 

• Replacement of Supplementary Planning Documents 

 

We note that fierce opposition to some parts of the white paper “Planning for the Future”l resulted in several of 

its more controversial suggestions being dropped (such as the new housing targets algorithm and the three-zone 

system to categorise all land in the country as ‘growth’, ‘renewal’ or ‘protection’ areas)li. Similarly, major 

concerns have been raised on a lack of positive action to relax planning constraints on the development of 

onshore wind, alongside negative implications associated with the replacement of Supplementary Planning 

Documents with ‘Supplementary Plans’.  

 

The consultation responses on changes to the NPPF may result in similar reversals of any proposals that meet 

with strong and justified opposition – for example if the eventually proposed National DM Policy topics appear 

to undermine democratic influence by removing the local planning authorities’ ability to act on a strong climate 

action mandate from their constituents, or fail to allow flexibility to require higher standards in areas where 

property values deliver a larger profit margin allowing more investment in building energy performance.  
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Potential impact on Risk Matrix resulting from emerging regulatory and legislative changes 

  

Climate 

(carbon 

budgets) 

Occupant 

energy bills 

Future retrofit 

costs/disruption 

Electrical grid 

readiness 

Delivery / sector 

readiness 

LPA internal 

capability 
Viability / cost  

Planning powers / 

precedents 

Compatibility with 

national approach 

En
er

gy
 e

ff
ic

ie
n

cy
 

EUI limits (using 

PHPP/TM54) 

No change: 

Potential 

regulatory / 

legislative 

changes do 

not change 

the risk of 

any policy 

component 

in relation to 

climate 

impact 

No change: 

Potential 

regulatory / 

legislative 

changes do 

not change 

the risk of any 

policy 

component in 

relation to 

energy bill 

impacts 

All policies for on-site 

measures that avoid 

the need for future 

retrofit may be able 

to gain acceptability 

by showing that they 

contribute to 

Environment Act 

goals* for resource 

efficiency; ditto gas-

free buildings and air 

quality (*likely to be 

among new 

Environmental 

Outcomes in the 

planning system) 

No change: 

Potential 

regulatory / 

legislative 

changes are not 

expected to 

change the risk 

relationship 

between 

electrical grid 

readiness and 

policies for 

energy efficiency 

/ renewable 

energy  

 

Potential regulatory 

/ legislative changes 

will set data 

standards to be used 

by local plans and 

planning 

applications.  

 

This may mean that 

the industry learns 

to universally report 

on energy and 

carbon. Or vice 

versa, the data 

standards may 

prohibit alternative 

calculations. It is 

unknown whether 

the data standards 

will apply 

retrospectively to 

plans with policies 

adopted 

beforehand. 

 

The potential 

changes will also 

affect how housing 

targets work, 

therefore the 

industry’s ability to 

deliver at pace may 

be less of a concern.  

 

The potential 

replacement of 

Supplementary 

Planning 

Documents, as 

proposed by the 

indicative changes 

to the NPPF may 

impact LPA 

internal capability 

to implement local 

policies. If the 

replacement is 

confirmed, the 

ability for LPA to 

provide supporting 

information and 

guidance on policy 

implementation 

will be reduced. 

No change: 

Potential 

regulatory / 

legislative 

changes are 

not expected 

to change the 

risk 

relationship 

between 

viability and 

any policy 

component  

All local policies regarding onsite energy and 

carbon performance may become higher risk 

or be completely overruled by the proposed 

new National Development Management 

Policies, although the latter is unlikely.  

 

Alternatively: the new National DM Policies 

may simply constrain how energy and carbon 

policies should be structured.  

 

Alternatively: the new National DM Policies 

may not impact local planning policy on net 

zero carbon, or contain inbuilt flexibility to 

reflect local factors, such as viability. 

 

The indicative changes to the NPPF as set out 

in the consultation document do not suggest 

any significant negative changes that will 

impact the ability of local planning authorities 

to set local policy at ambitious levels. This 

however remains uncertain due to the link 

between proposed National DM Policies.   

Space heat demand limits 

(PHPP/TM54) 

Process to remedy 

performance gap  

EUI & space heat limits – 

using Part L SAP 

Future homes fabric % 

reduction on Part L SAP TFEE 

Moderate energy efficiency 

% reduction on Part L TER 

R
en

ew
ab

le
 &

 f
o

ss
il-

fr
ee

 e
n

er
gy

 

su
p

p
ly

 

No new gas 

Onsite PV to match energy 

use 

No change: Potential 

regulatory / legislative 

changes are not 

expected to change 

the risk relationship 

between renewable 

energy policies and 

risk of needing to 

retrofit 

Onsite PV per m2 ground 

floor area 

Renewable % reduction on 

Part L TER or Part L energy 

use 

O
ff

se
tt

in
g 

Offset only via local 

renewable energy New Infrastructure Levy may provide 

opportunities to use offset fees for 

retrofit or energy system upgrades 

Offsetting policies may be constrained by 

proposed changes to S106 and new 

Infrastructure Levy. 

 

Local offsetting policies may or may not be 

constrained by a new National Development 

Management Policy (as above).  

Offset via S106 (various 

projects) 

Offsetting via global 

schemes  
No change No change 
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Climate 

(carbon 

budgets) 

Occupant 

energy bills 

Future retrofit 

costs/disruption 

Electrical grid 

readiness 

Delivery / sector 

readiness 

LPA internal 

capability 
Viability / cost  

Planning powers / 

precedents 

Compatibility with 

national approach 

Em
b

o
d

ie
d

 c
ar

b
o

n
 Embodied carbon – specific 

targets 

No change No change 

By 2025 (Future 

Homes Standard) 

the industry will 

have to be 

universally ready for 

good fabric and heat 

pumps.   

The recently proposed Part Z, an amendment 

to Building Regulations to integrate embodied 

carbon, is currently going through the 

parliamentary process. Regardless of whether 

the amendment is made, this discussion will 

contribute towards acceptability of embodied 

carbon requirements in policy.  

Embodied carbon – 

reporting only 
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